
NEW YORK CITY the EARLY 60's

I rode the dog to the big apple. That is to say I took the Greyhound and got off at the 34 th Street

 Station. A warm sunny day. I waited for Stan, off work from Macy's down the street. Tall, fit with a

 relaxed gait and a small smile to show his army buddy around New York!

I got a  hotel in the lower 60's near Columbus Circle. I was armed with a copy of DownBeat

that had  a list of jazz clubs. My memory says that that night we went to the Half Note! The Lennie

 Tristano Quintet with Lee Konitz, Warne Marsh, Henry Grimes, and Roy Haines! Greatness consumed

with  beer for $1.25 and a $2 minimum. A perfectly fine meatball hero was also $1.25. 



I really only knew two things, I didn't want to be in the army and I didn't want to work in the

 steel mill (again). I thought that an office job would be much better. Eventually I got an office job as

 an Addressograph operator on wall street. The minimum wage was $4o per week. I was making $65 a

 week. Also working at the wall street slave was  the chess grandmaster Pal Benko from Hungary. I

 never spoke to him, me being a B player.

I had a shitty apartment on East 6th Street between avenues C and D. 3 rooms a john in the hall a

 bathtub in the kitchen bars on the windows and a view of a brick wall. The rent was $33 per month! In

 the New York Times want ads there were more jobs than people and a shitty job could get you your

 own shitty apartment. 

Being a young vigorous guy I could sometimes go to clubs twice a week. If you were there with

 very few customers you could nurse your two beers for several hours listening to greatness. The Five

 Spot and the Showplace and the Half Note were my favorites. Later the Jazz Gallery opened near my

 part of the lower east side.

It took a lot of persistence to be able to play in those places with those musicians. But there

 were people who liked playing but did not have the talent or drive to be that kind of jazz player. Many

 at the time were folk singers and players. They were found in coffee shops mostly down town. Mostly

 I heard young men signing protest songs of their invention about the tragedy of tuition at NYU or City

 College. There were also poetry readings, sometimes with jazz players.

The weekly paper the Village Voice had all the info about the New York Scene and on the last

 page full of things to do that were free and or cheap. Education was cheap. I took night school classes

 at Stuyvesant and Washington Irving high schools.  And at Cooper Union and The New School

 colleges. I took lessons on the saxophone with Lee Konitz and art lessons with Michael Carver. I also

 for a while belonged to the Marshall Chess Club where I saw another kind of genius.

An autumn night brought us to a street level door on Lexington Avenue in the 20's. There was

 no sign on the door. Our guide opened the door and facing the door a shelf of paperback books.  To the



 right a long dark hall which may have been book lined brought us to a left turn and a warmly lit coffee

 house, a fire place that was lit on cool evenings, and espresso machine. Sofa's and easy chairs, coffee

 tables, the endlessly annoying Symphony Sid on the radio. There were aloof cats that made their home

 there too.

We were taken to Theresa's. We were told that Theresa owned the building and the rent was

 cheap and she only rented to artists.

The  Les Deux Magots, the Cafe East, The Cartwheel were some of the coffee houses in what

 was later the East Village. In one of those coffee houses was a man who sold peyote both the buttons

 and capsules. I think the buttons were 25 cents each, you needed five and capsules which were  50

 cents but you only needed three. I never bought any and then they disappeared. We were told that the

 feds got him for unpackaged vegetable material. Of course it was an America terrified of people

 having a good time in a not understood way. Much later I was told that he committed suicide while

 sitting at his desk by driving a pencil through his eye into his brain.

When I got to New York I thought everything I saw had always been there and would always be

 there. I used to get the sunday papers, the Times and the News  and go to a Jewish bakery that might

 have two or three tables where I would order some coffee and what ever had just come out of the oven.

 Without hardly noticing it those bakeries  kind of evaporated.

The neighborhood was filled with people who instead of a regular coffee table might have a

 large spool that had held electrical cable and they used that as a coffee table. Many people had books.

 When you helped somebody move it was do you bring the cement block book cases or will assemble

 them at the next place, just bring the boards. 

There were at that time many used book stores around. A favorite was on 23rd and 7th avenue, a

 huge ground floor place where there were photography books that I now regret not getting like My

 Life  with Leica by Paul Wolff, three copies. Later I found it was a collectors item.



I even went to see an off broadway theater production of The Connection with Jackie McLean,

 because of Jackie McLean. It seemed to me that the parts that made it “avant-garde” like cast members

 planted in the audience, just got in the way of the story. I also saw some kind of workshop production

 of The Man With The Flower In His Mouth by Luigi Pirandello which I liked more.

New Yorkers love movies and the old theaters were really palaces. Foreign and old movies were

 easy to find and go to. Akira Kurosawa enchanted me with Yojimbo and later with Sanjuro. I got to see

 Marx Brothers and W C Fields and some Alec Guinness. 

There was a lot of good radio then too. Ideal for darkroom workers. 

Photographic equipment and supplies were cheap. The wars were over and a lot of photographic

 and optical equipment became available. Lenses in Leica and Contax mounts had been made for many

 years and now Japanese  equipment was happening. Cheap labor and high quality volcanic glass  made

 that equipment attractive. 

Single lens reflex and built in light meters made picture making easy, and it showed.

The dollar must have been strong and a lot of foreign films and papers became available. Pretty

 good contact and enlarging paper from Ilford and really crappy paper from Haloid Xerox. Exotic films

 like Adox could be had too. 

Cheap rents, cheap photo equipment and supplies, affordable jazz, I loved it. New York was my

 home, my education.


